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Enjoy History? Bored of dusty old History books? This book is the book for you.A no-nonsense,

whistle-stop tour through the Kings and Queens of England, starting with the Normans and

ending with the Tudors, is the first instalment of the Half Hour Histories series.Are you English

and worried you don’t know enough about your own history? Or are you a reader from the rest

of the world and intrigued about the rich history of the English Royal families? This is the series

for you.In half an hour or less you will be up to speed on one of England’s great royal families.

No pretentious or unclear language, Harold Green is looking to give History back to the

people.Life is too busy nowadays to spend hours and hours reading books, with each book

taking you under half an hour you could foreseeably cover 100 years in as little as 15 minutes.

Brush up on your knowledge; impress your family, friends and colleagues – all in under half an

hour.



The NormansHalf Hour HistoriesHarold GreenIntroductionChances are you have heard of the

date 1066 and know that this date signifies the Norman Invasion of England. Do you know

much more about the Norman Kings of England though? I hear you say ‘castles’ but that is

about it. Beyond William the Conqueror there are a whole cohort of interesting characters who

ruled over England until the mid-12th century. Now is the time to learn about William’s three

sons who never really got a long, the ‘White ship disaster’, the disputed first female ruler of

England Matilda, and a period in English History called ‘The Anarchy’. Before we get into of all

that however, here are a few Interesting events that were going on at the time to provide a bit of

context for the events happening in England.Interesting things that happened concerning

England in the 11th and early 12th Century:The Great Schism (1054)The Great Schism was

the split between the Eastern and Western Christian churches. The west half centred around

Rome and the Eastern half centred around Constantinople, what is now called Istanbul. The

divide occurred because they were competing for dominance over each other. Neither wanted

to recognise the other as superior and, after a diplomatic mission between the two in 1054

turned sour, the split was sealed.The Gregorian Reforms (1073-85)Now that the Western

church had split from its Eastern counterpart there was scope to carry out reform. The

Gregorian reforms, set out by pope Gregory VII, looked to move power back to the newly

established papacy in Rome. They set out that only the Pope could appoint church officials,

not Kings or Princes. The sale of church offices was also forbidden. These reforms gave the

Papacy huge ideological power over the rulers of Europe and allowed them to put their

favoured choices into important church positions across the West of Europe.The Crusades

(1095)The Crusades would continue for Hundreds of years after the 11th century, you could

even argue that they are still going on today, but that’s another story. They did however begin in

1095. The Crusades were religiously driven from the outset. The advent of Islam had

presented a new power in the Mediterranean. Jerusalem had been cut off to Christian pilgrims

towards the end of the 11th century and attacks on the Byzantine Empire had caused them to

ask the West for help. The nature of the invitation remains unclear but it was interpreted by the

West as an open one. It sparked hundreds of years of migration and warfare in the Near East.

Beyond religious terms the Crusades had a huge impact economically and demographically.

Huge numbers of Western Europeans settled in the Holy land creating new states, new

economies and mixing with new cultures.
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Iveth M., “Fun and Quick Overview!. I really enjoyed the whole series. There were a few typos
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throughout, but they were pretty easily overlooked. It was fun to just get a nice overview of

each monarch. I highly recommend these to anyone interested. It's easy to read and very

informative. I hope we get more to take us from The Tudors until the current queen.”

Kent Lady, “All the facts in half an hour!. I decided to read this book after reading, Lancaster

and York, I really like the style of the authors writing, it is easy to digest and in a short time, but

full of facts. I also like how the author sets the scene in the introduction.I would recommend this

book it is condensed and put in simple terms and you are left with a lot of knowledge!”

Bigred, “GOOD VALUE. A brief history6 but concisen and interesting-highly recommended”

The book by Harold Green has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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